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ACROSS
1. An ester of adenosine that is converted to

ATP for energy storage.
4. A language spoken by the Atakapa people

of the Gulf coast of Louisiana and Texas.
12. Worthless or oversimplified ideas.
15. A unit of length of thread or yarn.
16. Either of two yellow to red retinal pig-

ments formed from Rhodopsin by the
action of light.

17. A sweetened beverage of diluted fruit
juice.

18. An association of countries in the western
hemisphere.

19. Tarpons and ladyfishes.
20. A light touch or stroke.
21. United States feminist (born in 1934).
23. A unit of time equal to 60 seconds or

1/60th of an hour.
25. The middle region of the body of an

arthropod between the head and the
abdomen.

26. Any of various spiny trees or shrubs of
the genus Acacia.

31. Something resembling the head of a nail
that is used an an ornamental device.

37. Primitive chlorophyll-containing mainly
aquatic eukaryotic organisms lacking
true stems and roots and leaves.

38. Alternative names for the body of a
human being.

40. Being one more than two.
41. A hazy or indistinct representation.
43. Horny projecting mouth of a bird.
44. East Indian cereal grass whose seed yield

a somewhat bitter flour, a staple in the
Orient.

46. Acute ulceration of the mucous mem-
branes of the mouth or genitals.

48. Robber flies.
51. The comfort you feel when consoled in

times of disappointment.
53. Chief god of the Rig-Veda.
55. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
56. Internal organs collectively (especially

those in the abdominal cavity).
60. Resembling sculpture.
65. The cry made by sheep.
66. Tending to adhere.
69. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.
70. The shape of a raised edge of a more or

less circular object.
71. A heavy precious metallic element.
72. Characteristic of a mob.
73. A chronic skin disease occurring primari-

ly in women between the ages of 20 and
40.

74. A tumor consisting of a mixture of tissues
not normally found at that site.

75. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.

DOWN
1. A town in central Belgium.
2. The event of dying or departure from life.
3. A path set aside for walking.

4. A particular environment or walk of life.
5. A character printer connected to a tele-

graph that operates like a typewriter.
6. (physics and chemistry) The smallest com-

ponent of an element having the chemi-
cal properties of the element.

7. (British) Sleep.
8. Of the appetites and passions of the body.
9. A tricycle (usually propelled by pedalling).
10. A genus of tropical American plants have

sword-shaped leaves and a fleshy com-
pound fruits composed of the fruits of
several flowers (such as pineapples).

11. (meaning literally `born') Used to indicate
the maiden or family name of a married
woman.

12. A genus of Ploceidae.
13. (Old Testament) In Judeo-Christian

mythology.
14. Having nine hinged bands of bony plates.
22. A Dravidian language closely related to

Tamil that is spoken in a hilly section of
southwestern India.

24. A British imperial capacity measure (liq-
uid or dry) equal to 1/60th fluid dram or
0.059194 cubic centimeters.

27. Used as a Hindi courtesy title.
28. Provided with something intended to

increase its beauty or distinction.
29. A belt-shaped region in the heavens on

either side to the ecliptic.
30. (usually followed by `to') Not having the

necessary means or skill or know-how.
32. A name that has been assumed temporar-

ily.
33. Any of a group of heavenly spirits under

the god Anu.
34. A populous province in northeastern

China.
35. An undergarment worn by women to

support their breasts.
36. The capital and largest city of Yemen.
39. By bad luck.
42. Before noon.
45. English essayist (1775-1834).
47. (Scottish) Bluish-black or gray-blue.
49. Deprive of by deceit.
50. (Babylonian) Father of the gods.
52. Swelling from excessive accumulation of

serous fluid in tissue.
54. Pertaining to or containing any of a group

of organic compounds of nitrogen
derived from ammonia.

57. Horny plate covering and protecting part
of the dorsal surface of the digits.

58. A language unit by which a person or
thing is known.

59. Deeply moved.
61. The female reproductive cell.
62. A Tibetan or Mongolian priest of

Lamaism.
63. Very dark black.
64. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake

Chad.
67. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.
68. Be seated.
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You're sailing along and suddenly see a big ramp in front of you,
Aries. Your choice: avoid the ramp, stay on the ground where you know it's
safe, and be content with a limited worldview, or hit that ramp head on and
soar over the trees and beyond. Who knows where you might land? There is
an incredible adventure waiting for you when you take that leap into the
unknown.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

A great sense of duty toward your fellow humans is likely to drive
your actions, Taurus. Think of yourself as an important role model for young
people. They may look up to you without you even knowing it. Make sure you
stand up straight and proudly whether or not you consider your job menial.
The example you set is likely to have a trickle-down effect that will end up
touching many people.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Whether or not you willingly participate, you'll certainly play a
key role in the action, Cancer. At times you'll feel like the pivotal player
whose actions decide the fate of the game. Now you must close your eyes,
take a deep breath, and find the answer from your heart. Don't look to oth-
ers for support, because they'll have their own agendas and ideas about
what you should do. Only you know what is best.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

A large force is gathering now to make a bold statement and
important pledge, Virgo. This kind of movement brings together generations
and unites people in a revolution. Put away the petty issues and think globally.
Educate yourself about what's going on in the world and take a more aggres-
sive stand to fight for what you believe. A small group of intelligent individuals
can make a tremendous impact.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

There is a burning restlessness inside you that is activated because
you don't feel as if you're fulfilling your life's destiny, Libra. You could have a
sudden insight that you have a much greater purpose in this life than what
you're doing now. Explore this idea and see how you can move toward this
desire that comes from deep within. This is the perfect time to put large, long-
term plans into action.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

There is a strong wave of power coming your way, so be careful
how you handle it, Scorpio. You're extra prone to injuries and accidents of an
explosive nature. Try not to make any hasty moves while driving, and be care-
ful operating things like gas pumps or propane tanks. Used properly, today's
planetary energy can help you tackle just about any obstacle in front of you.
How you handle the energy is up to you.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Your energy is likely to operate in extreme bursts, Sagittarius.
One minute you may be lethargic and the next you're ready to run

a marathon. Engage in activities that nurture your fluctuating moods. There's
no need to figure out why you feel this way. The key is to identify these feel-
ings and act accordingly. Plan how you want to use your energy when it does
come. Misdirected action may prove harmful.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

There is a tremendous amount of physical energy building with-
in you, Pisces. Be careful that you don't let this incredible force come out in
the form of a heated argument against someone you really care about.
Perhaps you suddenly feel as if everything is caving in and you desperately
need some means of escape. Go for a good long run. Find a way to release
this tension.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Debates over philosophy, religion, and education are likely to turn
into all-out war. Feel free to add your two cents, Aquarius. This is

one time in which it's crucial to stand up for what you believe or else the loud-
est people will have their way. If there is a protest going on, join it. If there is
an article in the newspaper you disagree with, write a letter to the editor.
Speak your mind.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

The time for planning and calculating is over, Leo. The time for
taking aggressive action has arrived. If you don't have your armor ready, too
bad. You'll be thrust onto the battlefield with the rest of the troops even if
you're in your underwear. The more you try to delay the inevitable, the more
difficult it will be. Bite the bullet and charge full-speed ahead with whatever
protective gear you have.

You might want to put on your suit of armor as soon as you wake
up, Capricorn. An all-out battle is raging out there, and it could seem like
everyone has picked you as the main target. Be careful about escalating an
issue even more by becoming defensive without first understanding the full
scope of the matter. It could be that everything is coming to a head simply
because of one slight misunderstanding.

There is a negative intensity about the day that is only going to
get worse if you continue this stubbornness about every issue that comes
your way, Gemini. Much of today's activity will focus on ways in which peo-
ple can break out of their ruts and see things from an entirely different per-
spective. If you insist on remaining fixed in your ways, you'll only meet resis-
tance.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)


